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We submit herewith our entry for prequalification for
competition projects of Norwegian Wood, Stavanger, nos.
5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5, 5.6 and 5.8, see page 8.
We are a pluridisciplinary team comprising architecture and
engineering practices in Norway and several other
European countries. For this reason, we submit our
prequalification document in English.
We wish to specify here that the primary coordination and
formal responsibility is to be with GAIA Oslo AS and
ProPlan AS – see attached accreditation (tiltaksklasse), tax,
and HMS clearances etc.
For questions please contact GAIA Oslo AS at the address
given on page 47, or contact direct to architect MNAL Chris
Butters, chris@butters.no, tel. 99 36 09 76.

Oslo, 10th March 2006.
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The team of GAIA International and Associates
The team of GAIA International comprises experts in the field of sustainable architecture,
planning, engineering and construction from several countries, including GAIA Norway and
associates in Oslo – Germany – Finland – Scotland.
Founded in 1991, GAIA International is a multidisciplinary group with members in over 10
countries and long experience in the field of sustainable design. The group’s work includes
extensive research, educational work and publication in addition to broad architectural
practice. The team has particular expertise in multi storey timber building, massive wood
construction, low energy and passive house design, healthy materials, biodiversity and site
ecology. The team also has considerable experience with Universal Design.
The team’s qualifications cover planning and architecture; structural engineering; energy and
services engineering; biology, permaculture and ecological landscape design.
Qualifications, tax certification etc are provided in the last pages of this presentation.
The GAIA group has from its inception always been based on a very high degree of
interdisciplinary work. This was seen as the key to achieving fully integrated, sustainable
design. Our interdisciplinary working methods have been applied in public and private
projects in different countries. In addition, the team has a track record of partnership
cooperation with builders and user participation.
Members of the GAIA team have been and are involved in key Norwegian, Nordic and EU
research programs on sustainable urbanism, design, materials use and construction.
GAIA International is committed to solutions that go beyond superficial green design
approaches and address fully all three facets of sustainability – social, economic and
ecological.
The short presentation of GAIA projects here demonstrates experience ranging from urban
master planning and large scale buildings, to community centres, kindergartens and schools,
and ecological housing. Over the years GAIA’s work has included pioneering construction and
design and includes award winning projects in sustainable planning and architecture.

1 Glencoe / Gaia Scotland
2 Cupboard door / Gaia Norway
3 Diagonal dubelholz / Sohm

GAIA International
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One Vision – Four Keywords
Good architecture and planning should create attractive, long lasting and healthy environments for
people – in an ecologically sensitive way. The best reason for sustainable development is not concern
about environmental disaster; it is a vision of a better and healthier society for all. Sustainable design
should not be seen as something special. All architecture today should aim to fulfil the three
requirements of ecological, economic and social sustainability.
1: Health
The science of indoor environment is very complex. For GAIA architects the first keyword of good
architecture is health. Modern buildings make many people sick. Poor housing and urban areas cause
stress, alienation and boredom. Illness and allergies triggered by humidity, bad ventilation systems,
electrosmog and toxic materials can be avoided at minimal extra cost. GAIA has been developing
healthy building solutions for 25 years and has specialist competence in this field.
2: Simplification
There is a clear trend towards simplification in emerging product design. One reason for this is growing
constraints of resources, materials and energy. GAIA believes simplification is also a key to economical
design. One sees buildings that claim to be sustainable but are overloaded with unnecessary ecological
technology. Technology is not difficult, but how much is really needed? The best, passive designs are
closely and intelligently adapted to their environments so that they need very little energy, resources
or technology of any kind.
3: Integrated processes
The most successful low energy and environmental projects in Europe are those that have paid special
attention to processes – in particular, interdisciplinary design methods and a high degree of user
involvement. More cooperation with engineers and builders is essential. Delivering sustainability also
requires quality assurance, benchmarking systems and evaluation tools. The GAIA group has worked
extensively in these areas.
4: Just good sense
“Passive” houses require less than 1/4 of the energy of normal buildings, yet only cost a few per cent
more. The extra cost is rapidly paid back thanks to tiny energy bills. Resources are becoming more
costly; environmental laws are getting tougher: many of today’s technologies are still very inefficient.
Sustainable architecture is becoming good economic sense. And new solutions are becoming cheaper
as this field develops. Integrated ecological design also creates economies. Most of GAIA’s buildings
have been executed on normal budgets.

1
2
3
4

GAIA International

Timber detail Kuismanen
Saiben housing area, Eble JEA
Zero energy Culemborg, JEA
Bourne House, GAIA Scotland
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The GAIA team in Norway:
Prequalification participants in Norway are the GAIA network and associates in Oslo, and include
members with class 3 certification. Collected turnover in 2005 was approx. NOK 8,5 million.
GAIA Oslo AS :
Frederica Miller
Julio Perez Diaz
Chris Butters
Projects:
Associates:
Ole H. Christiansen
Bente Nuth Leland
Tove Nicolaisen
Pro Plan AS:

GAIA Lista AS:
Bjørn Berge
Wenche Ellingsen
Dag Roalkvam
Projects:

GAIA Tjøme:
Rolf Jacobsen
Marianne Leisner
Arild Berg
Projects:

Architect, author, educator, process and workshop expert
Architect, CAD, permaculture designer
Architect, consultant, author, educator. Project leader of NABU from 1998 to 2004.
New 4-storey massive timber apartments in Oslo with passive energy standard;
Hausmania culture centre; consultant for urban ecology / sustainable housing in
Bergen, Scotland, Taiwan. Also schools, a hospital, housing and other projects.
Architect, with broad practice experience including commercial, industrial and large
buildings, focus now is largely on housing projects.
Architect; long practice in both public and private sector. Has designed and
been controlling authority for health facilities with universal design. Designed
housing, schools, area plans; specialist in re-use of buildings and materials.
Architect, ;experience in housing, additions, recreational housing; ecological
rehabilitation of old city housing in Oslo; long cooperation with GAIA Architects.
Birger Næss (total staff: 8 persons) Structural engineering, also energy assessment;
long company practice including innovative award winning wooden structures.
Engineers for large structures, and, with extensive housing practice in Germany,
familiarity with massive timber and German modular and prefabrication practice.
Architect, specialist in ecology of building materials; low emission buildings
Biologist; biological water treatment systems and outdoor design
Architect, expert on indoor health and ventilation, timber, environment
Ecological kindergartens and schools in southern Norway; houses; restoration;
planning new kindergarten in Stavanger; tourist cottages in Egersund and other
places; research on timber and carbon emissions, extensive consultancies on
indoor climate, materials and natural / hybrid ventilation.
Architect, natural materials and self-build expert; carpenter
Agronomist, landscape and permaculture designer
Architect, wide practice, also expert in clay and straw bale construction
Planning and design, Hurdal ecovillage; new nature kindergarten in Kongsberg
School facilities, rural projects, urban rehabilitation, many ecological homes.

1 Townhouse / Arild Berg GAIA Tjøme
2 Borhaug kindergarten / GAIA Lista 3 Seafront housing conversion / Butters GAIA Oslo
4 Community hall / GAIA Tjøme
5 Kindergarten in Germany / ProPlan AS

GAIA International
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In Germany: Joachim Eble Architektur
JEA has international recognition as one of Germany’s leading sustainable architecture practices since
1984. The Prisma building (right) was Germany’s award winning entry to Green Building Challenge 1998
with proven very low energy use, healthy materials and a pioneering natural climatisation concept. It has
in addition been shown to have a reasonable cost.
JEA has executed large projects. These include many innovative housing areas, kindergartens and
schools. The JEA office has 7 staff, including 5 architects, and a turnover of ca NOK 3,2 million annually.
JEA works in many countries including extensive consulting in Europe, America and Asia, and is currently
consultant for Bergen city together with Chris Butters / GAIA Oslo.
A focus of JEA’s work is imaginative and ecologically designed outdoor spaces and water features, many
designed in collaboration with Atelier Dreiseitl. Mixed use housing such as Culemborg in the Netherlands
integrate biological water treatment, energy conservation, community gardens and solar technology into
a harmonious and environmentally very advanced design. JEA also works with colour concepts and
design for recuperating patients and other special groups.
JEA has been a leading partner in developing massive timber construction systems, including modular
prefabricated construction, lifecycle assessment tools, and was a lead partner in the EU Ecocity program.
Recent Awards include:
REAL ESTATE AWARD 2003 RESIDENTIAL HOUSING for the Project Asperg (Client: Strenger Bauen und
Wohnen GmbH, Ludwigsburg)
TROPHEE SOMMET DE LA TERRE ET DU BATIMENT 2003 of the French Building Federation, Paris, for the
Project Prisma Nuremborg (Client: Karlsruher Lebensversicherung AG)
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GAIA International
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In Finland: Arkkitehtitoimisto Kimmo Kuismanen
The Kuismanen architecture practice has designed a wide range of buildings
over the past 20 years, with a particular focus on timber, as well as energy
conservation and climatic design. Kuismanen has also been involved in leading
Finnish and EU research on innovative timber construction.
The architecture practice, based in Oulu has 6 employees, mostly architects
but also an engineer and an interior designer. The annual turnover of approx.
NOK 2,5 mill. Projects completed include four kindergartens, and the practice
has worked extensively on low-dense housing.
Kuismanen is coordinator of the EU ECONO program which is a cooperation
between the northern latitude countries. The focus of this project is innovative
wooden construction for housing, including design, industrialised prefabrication
and market penetration.
Kuismanen has produced a report on Universal Design in Norway, and in the EU
ECONO program, all projects are designed to fulfil the universal design
requirements.
Timber projects at present include thew following wooden multistorey buildings:
-design of a 3-storey wooden block in Oulu
-development of 4-storey wooden house system and architecture for SKANSKA

GAIA International
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In the United Kingdom: GAIA Scotland
Based in Edinburgh, GAIA is the only architecture firm in Scotland to date to be awarded
four stars under the official RIAS accreditation scheme for sustainable design.
GAIA has a staff of 7 including architects, engineer and landscape architect, and a
turnover of about NOK 2,4 million annually. Projects include housing, schools,
multipurpose community centres, and leisure facilities. Many of these achieve a
pioneering ecological standard, and have been built at normal cost. GAIA is now
designing a new school with natural ventilation, healthy materials etc and to passive
energy standard – the first in Scotland.
In 2002 GAIA’s low allergy housing estate at Fairfield, Perth won the prestigious
International Habitat Award. GAIA’s Bourne House won the House of the Year award in
1993. The Glencoe Visitor Centre completed in 2003 has been widely recognised for its
integrated ecological design and sensitive regional architecture and has won several
building industry awards.
GAIA Scotland works extensively with community participation processes and partnership
facilitation, as well as with children, and has frequent commissions from local authorities,
developers and others to lead interactive planning processes.
For many years GAIA Scotland has cooperated with GAIA Norway, especially on
ventilation, healthy materials and environmentally friendly uses of timber.
GAIA Research, a separate entity in the firm runs training courses on sustainable design,
is involved on European projects including on massive timber, and is also adviser to
building companies, engineering associations and government on energy standards,
assessment tools and green construction legislation.

GAIA International

Glencoe Visitor Centre
Callander Community Pool
Low Allergy Housing
Tressour house
Glencoe
Childrens Ecocity project
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The GAIA International architecture team applies herewith for
prequalification for the following projects of Norwegian Wood.
Note: Most of the attached documentation of GAIA projects may be seen as
relevant for all of these projects: innovative wooden design, environmental
aspects, energy, housing, site and outdoor planning, materials use, and
universal design aspects.

5.2 STAVANGER STADIUM
Urban dwellings and kindergarten at Eiganes

5.5 STUDENT HOUSING IN STAVANGER
For the students‘ millennium 2008

Relevant documentation:
All pages - timber, materials, energy etc - and see
particularly multistorey timber housing, pages 13-15
and 21-25
school / kindergarten projects, pages 26-29

Relevant documentation:
All pages - timber, materials, energy etc - and see
particularly multistorey timber housing, pages 13-15
universal design and health, pages 30-33
urban apartments etc., page 21

5.3 MULTI STOREY TIMBER BUILDING

5.6 CITTASLOW SOKNDAL

Three apartment blocks in timber

15-18 dense low rise dwellings at Øyno

Relevant documentation:
All pages - timber, materials, energy etc - and see
particularly multistorey timber housing, mudular
prefabrication, BASYS pages 13-15
and energy, materials, indoor climate pages 21-25

Relevant documentation:
All pages - timber, materials, energy etc - and see particularly
housing projects, dense low housing pages 18-20
and 22-25
outdoor spaces / gardens / ecological planning, pages 30-35

5.4 BOGAFJELL – THE CITY ABOVE THE CITY

5.8 BRUELAND KINDERGARTEN

36 Dwellings in Sandnes, two plots

City kindergarten in the heart of nature

Relevant documentation:
All pages - timber, materials, energy etc - and see particularly
housing and low dense projects, pages 19-20, 23-25
and 30-35

Relevant documentation:
All pages - timber, materials, energy etc - and see
particularly school / kindergarten projects pages 26-29
outdoor spaces 30-36
and modular / prefabricated timber pages 13-16

GAIA International
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The work of GAIA International is interdisciplinary in its essence.
Integration of design, complex ecocycles and community processes needs a
new cooperation of disciplines. GAIA’s interdisciplinary design work builds on
the following elements:
- - Multidisciplinary competence within the group itself: planning, architecture,
landscaping and interior design, engineering, agronomics, permaculture, and
carpentry. There is in addition close cooperation with other experts associated
to the GAIA group, as well as with users
- - GAIA International are experts in workshops and interactive processes, and
apply these methods both for outside consultancies and in the group’s own
work. Bioclimatic site analysis and early concepts are usually developed in
GAIA design workshops where team members come together for periods of
intensive work.
- - In later phases of the design process, members meet again for feedback to
ensure that overall goals and integration continue into the detail design stage.
- - GAIA buildings designed for low energy and water consumption, massive
wood, low indoor emissions, natural and dynamic ventilation, demonstrate
solutions where the landscaping, architecture, materials and HVAC engineering
are interdependent, and solved in an integrated way.
- - Site planning for urban Master Plans and housing areas is developed with a
special focus on expertise from the natural sciences – climatology, biology,
site ecology, hydrology etc.

PROCESSES
INTERRELATIONSHIP
CONNECTIONS
SYNERGY

-- Special interdisciplinary design tools are used such as the internet-based
Netzwerkzeug (this tool was developed by JEA in Germany), the Value Map
(Chris Butters/NABU), Community Audits (Liddell), the EU Ecocity
methodology (developed with JEA as a partner), the LEGEP lifecycle
assessment tool, etc.

Bottom right: ”The Childrens’ Ecocity” – a one
week hands-on design workshop arranged for
schoolchildren / GAIA Scotland

GAIA International
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KOSTEN

LIFECYCLE ASSESSMENT
TOOL: „LEGEP“
Ecoprofile-type design tool for evaluating
resource flows, energy, carbon emission
impact for buildings; developed and tested
in Germany with JEA as partner
UMWELT

USER PARTICIPATION WORKSHOPS:

ENERGIE

COMMUNITY PLANNING CONFERENCE
DERENDINGEN 1 - Eble Architektur

NET-BASED TOOLBOX
NETZWERKZEUG:

Community Planning Conference before the start of the
design process resulted in clear lists with needs, ideas,
sketches, vision plans and consensus points, priorities,
integration in guidelines-process

www.netzwerkzeug.de/engl/index.htm
Multidisciplinary internet toolbox developed by Rolf Messerschmidt of JEA / GAIA
planning and information tool for sustainable urban development in the internet

MEMBERS: 37 participants split in 6 interest groups,
mostly living or working in Derendingen
METHODS: mind-mapping, hands-on plans (4 visions),
working in issue groups, mixed groups and free groups
TOPICS: A look into the past, trends and developments,
pride and regrets, visions 2010, planning the visions,
compatibility to ecocity goals

GAIA International
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PARTICIPATION PROCESSES
Various techniques are applied. Process design
of „communicative planning“.
GAIA also uses the methods for work amongst
experts in order to achieve interdisciplinary
design work integrating the disciplines.

BENCHMARK SYSTEM WITH COMPONENTS
Application of construction component analysis for life cycle costing and
environmental evaluation of buildings / JEA

THE SUSTAINABILITY VALUE MAP (Chris Butters/NABU)
Applied in programming, design, project assessment and post-evaluation
with user groups and communities. Now used in several countries.
COMMUNITY AUDIT SYSTEM
Developed by GAIA Scotland on the basis of Patrick
Geddes and Agenda 21.
Applied in community feedback for annual evaluation
of targets achieved, life quality, and future priorities.

GAIA International
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The following pages illustrate a selection of projects relevant for Norwegian
Wood. Most of these pages have relevance for all the projects applied for. The
themes shown overlap since many of the projects combine for example
housing / energy / timber. The main headings however are as follows:
Timber: Multi storey timber housing - Innovative wooden construction methods –
Prefabrication - Environmentally friendly use of timber - Wooden low energy housing
Housing: Timber houses - Ecological and low energy housing design - Low dense
housing – Student type urban apartments - climatology – energy - Integrated area
planning of housing - master planning

(top) timber and clay,
Dunning, GAIA Scotland
(right) sustainable and low
energy housing, Eble arch.

Schools and kindergartens: Projects mainly in timber, low energy, natural
materials
Design for all: Universal design - health, materials and indoor climate
Landscape design: Site ecology, water ands landscape
Innovation in large scale wood structures System NERO – developed by ProPlan AS

The GAIA group:
Stavanger - Regional Presence and International Cooperation
The GAIA group in Norway have done much work on traditional and regional buildings,
including for Riksantikvaren and researching building and timber use traditions which have
been adapted to climate. In south western Norway GAIA Lista in particular has built a range
of projects including in Rogaland and the Stavanger region since 1982: the Hafrsfjord house,
housing for allergy prone people at Bygg for Fremtiden in 1988, a Rudolf Steiner
kindergarten (these 2 with Kjell Grimsæth / GAIA Lista), the Erga gard, Generation housing,
cottages at Svaanes, etc.
GAIA Norway are currently involved in various projects together with GAIA International:
- EU ECONO project, innovation in timber housing (Kuismanen / GAIA Scotland / GAIA Oslo)
- sustainable urban regeneration and housing, Damsgårdsundet, Bergen (JEA / GAIA Oslo)
- natural ventilation design for Acharacle School, Scotland (GAIA Scotland / GAIA Lista)
- low cost ecological building in Russia (NJH / Brobyggerskolen / GAIA Tjøme)
- passive low energy multistorey timber apartments in Oslo (GAIA Oslo / JEA)
- Tainan Ecocity Master Plan, government of Taiwan (JEA / Bokalders / Butters)
- culture centre Hausmania, Oslo (GAIA Oslo / GAIA Scotland)
- proposed exhibition housing centre in Ireland (GAIA Scotland / Butters)

GAIA International
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The GAIA International team: timber and innovative uses of wood
Germany:
The Eble office JEA was in early contact with Julius Natterer in Switzerland and amongst the first
architecture practices in Europe to experiment with brettstapel constructions. Since then JEA has
executed many projects with massive timber and prefabrication - all are also advanced low energy
buildings - and is one of the most experienced firms in this field.
Most recently, JEA has been a partner in development of a complete prefabrication system, BASYS,
based on timber and designed around environmentally friendly and energy efficient components.
Norway:
GAIA Oslo is at present designing a multi storey massive timber housing block at Røa. It is designed
to passive house energy standard (heating <15 kWh/m2) and also healthy materials, passive solar
design, thermal solar panels and other sustainable design features.
GAIA Lista have carried out research into timber, environment, CO2 and climate, and have executed a
series of ecological wooden buildings, including features such as design for re-use / recyclability. Also
conservation projects with historical wooden buildings.
GAIA Tjøme specialises in wooden construction and biomaterials and has expertise in carpentry,
ecological timber treatment, and use of local/regional species. Has been building with massive wood
construction in Hurdal Ecovillage.
The additional Norwegian team members have all worked extensively in timber, including experience
with old structures and new construction.
ProPlan AS works widely with structural design and detailing of timber structures, and has been
advisers for important structures such as the “Viking ship” Olympic hall in Hamar.

External wall
cladding using
untreated osp
Private house /
GAIA Lista

GAIA Tjøme

Finland:
The Kuismanen office has designed several innovative timber projects focusing on energy and
environmental aspects. Kuismanen is project coordinator of the EU ECONO project on innovative
uses of timber in the Nordic countries. He has also extensive work on low-dense housing projects
in particular.
Scotland:
GAIA Research in Edinburgh is involved in several timber research and innovation projects,
including commissions aimed at developing the wooden construction industry in Scotland, together
with for example the Scottish Forestry Commission.
GAIA architects have pioneered new use of timber in several projects in Scotland. They are also at
present designing the first massive timber house to be planned in Scotland
The firm are involved in EU research and development projects including on roundpole timber
construction and the ECONO project (see above).
The office cooperates extensively on timber with GAIA Norway.

GAIA International

Untreated larch
(north wall)
Glencoe Centre
GAIA Scotland
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Timber and innovative uses of wood
The GAIA International team have done extensive work with innovative
timber design and construction methods, including with massive timber
(brettstapel), multi storey timber housing, environmentally friendly timber
treatment, prefabrication.
GAIA group includes skilled carpenters who have also worked with
restoration and traditional timber techniques, and the group promotes the
revival of local and regional timber species in construction.
Members of GAIA are involved in European and Scandinavian research on
timber, including brettstapel / massive wood, round-pole construction,
timber treatment, timber and indoor climate, evaluation of CO2 emission
effects and carbon sequestration in timber construction, and life cycle
assessment studies.
A few of these projects, mostly housing, are highlighted on the next pages.

PASSIVE ENERGY STANDARD APARTMENTS
AT RØA – GAIA OSLO

TIMBER STRUCTURE HOUSING, FREIBURG
RIESELFELD, GERMANY – EBLE JEA
Multi storey prefabricated

Multi storey prefabricated

GAIA Oslo

JEA architecture / Client:
Freiburger Stadtbau GmbH

4 floor massive timber structure
Designed to passive energy
standard
(heating 15 kWh/m2.year)
Floor Area: 950 m²

GAIA International

4 floor timber structure
Containing 24 apartments
(8 of them over two levels)
to LEH low energy standard
Total floor Area: 1.942 m²
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Massive timber housing

GUS
TAVME

SETTLEMENT IN INDUSTRIAL MASSIVE TIMBER
“BRETTSTAPELTECHNOLOGIE”
BORNSTEDTER FELD IN POTSDAM / GERMANY

GAIA International
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JEA Joachim Eble Architektur Tuebingen
Client: GSW – Berlin
Gesellschaft für Stadterneuerung
Task:
37 terraced houses
Prefabricated massive wood elements
Floor Area: 4.320 m²
Completion: 2001

YER-S
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Multistorey timber housing and brettstapel
The modular prefabrication systems as in BASYS allow for full integration of the
HVAC installations at the factory. Partner Joachim Eble Architects
Simple transport and mounting. On-site assembly of the apartments normally
takes less than three days.
Prefabrication with integration of the technical installations enables the
constructions to be precise and therefore conform to very high airtightness
standards (pressure testing 50 Pa < 0,5).
These are all low energy or passive standard constructions, with an additional
focus on ecological materials and healthy indoor climate

„ BASYS WUNSCHHAUS“

GAIA International

FULL HVAC
INTEGRATION
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Green architecture and innovative uses of wood:
The Glencoe Visitor Centre
Sensitively integrated into an awesome site, this award-winning project of GAIA Scotland contains an wide
range of green solutions. This does not mean lots of conspicuous eco-technology, but design based on a
real understanding of site ecology, indoor climate, energy conservation, non toxic materials, water
management. Here, green solutions are confidently integrated into an architecture that expresses a quietly
modern, harmonious regionalism.
The overall form is a group of small building volumes, reminiscent of the traditional regional clachans. There
is a deliberate mix of local materials, including stone and timber, and a variety which gives a “village” feel
to the visitor complex.
Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors chairman Jim Ure stated for the 2003 International Awards
Committee: “The ideas put into practice here are often talked about but seldom seen. It is good to see such
genuine commitment to the concept of sustainability”.
Here, the attention paid to energy, natural materials and indoor climate is radical but the building does not
impose as being strange, technically complicated or hard to manage.
The result has been achieved at a reasonable cost. Green architecture should also be economical, both in
the initial investment cost and in lifetime resource use. The energy and maintenance costs of this Visitor
Centre are one third of what is normal.

GAIA International
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2
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4

GAIA architects:
timber details

9

10

-

Understanding wood
Craftsmanship
Natural treatment
Environment

8

5

7

GAIA International

1 Cupboard door / GAIA Lista
2,3,4 Hvitsten gård / GAIA Oslo
5 Stair, svartor + eik / GAIA Lista
6 Stair / GAIA Lista
7 Wooden joinery, GAIA Tjøme
8 “kubbevegg”, Latvia by GAIA Tjøme
9 Stair rail, GAIA Lista
10 Butters / Hospital in Bhutan

6

6
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Stavanger house - GAIA Lista

Interior - GAIA Tjøme

Atelier, Stavanger - GAIA Lista
Holiday homes at Svaanes - GAIA Lista

Housing architecture / GAIA Norway

Ulvik house – GAIA Oslo
Bergen, conversion to housing
Butters GAIA / Amundsen, Haukeland
Villa Nordberg
– GAIA Lista

GAIA International
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Interior, Schafbruhl - Joachim Eble
House and recording studio for the Simple Minds
pop group – GAIA Scotland

Low dense housing - Kuismanen

Community room – GAIA Tjøme

Housing / wooden
Architecture, GAIA

Balcony, Dunning – GAIA Scotland

GAIA International

Rural centre in Latvia - straw bale self build - by GAIA Tjøme

Restoration of cultural heritage - GAIA Lista
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Urban apartments,
Pilestredet Park, Oslo:
Arild Berg GAIA / Enerhaugen
arkitektkontor
Remodeling of the former hospital
buildings to urban apartments:
60 mixed size units including small
studios and student type flats
These buildings are not in wood but suggest exciting ideas for
small city apartments, student
housing and similar
A high ceiling height opens for
creative and compact solutions

Studio type
with mezzanine
33 sq.metres

Øyeklinikken Pilestredet Park, Oslo
Due for completion 2006. Client:
Sentrum Eiendomsselskap AS.

Overall building
plan, Øyeklinikken

Town house type
Suitable where there are exterior
level differences. Apartments over 2
levels plus sleeping mezzanine
(hems)

GAIA International
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Energy efficiency and renewable energy

SOLAR-OPTIMISED URBAN
STRUCTURE, SAIBEN

Nearly all the projects of GAIA International have a
strong focus on energy efficiency and / or renewable
energy sources. This includes for example massive
wood housing to “passive house” energy standard large buildings - schools - and individual houses.

OPTIMISED DISTANCES
SHADOWS 21.DEC. 12:00
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Umbertide

SOUTH FACING COURTYARDS
OPEN TO LANDSCAPE BELT

ebök 2004

The Pankow housing by JEA (bottom right) has 60
units and energy consumption of average 55kWh/m2,
2004. Habitat award.
Other projects such as the Passive brettstapel blocks
are built to passive house standard, i.e heating energy
maximum 15 kWh / m2.year
In the Netherlands Culemborg development (p.24), the
houses with photovoltaic panels are, on a net yearly
basis, zero energy housing
New projects currently being designed by the GAIA
group are also designed to passive house standard:
The apartment block at Røa, Oslo (GAIA Oslo) and the
Acharacle school (Gaia Scotland)
Urban planning tools (right) are used to optimise the
orientation for passive solar energy (solar access),
shading and wind exposure of housing areas. In this
way different layouts are compared.

ENERGY STANDARDS OF SINGLE-FAMILY-HOUSES

GAIA International

APARTMENTS IN PANKOW - SOLAR PV
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Low dense housing

LOW DENSE HOUSING, LULEÅ
Kuismanen, Finland
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COMPETITION GULLHELLA ASKER
LOW DENSITY HOUSING
GAIA Norway 1998

GAIA Scotland ORKNEY ISLANDS,
SOLAR SUNSCOOP LOW RISE HOUSING

GAIA International

ATTACHED SINGLE HOUSES, WOODEN TOWN OULU
Kuismanen, Oulu, Finland

GROUPED WOODEN HOUSING – Eble (left) and GAIA Tjøme

Norwegian Wood Stavanger - prequalification 2006
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Low dense housing / integrated planning 3
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CULEMBORG,
NETHERLANDS

One of the most integrated ecological
housing areas in Northern Europe
(JEA / Verhagen / Coop Eva)

-bioclimatic design
-passive and active solar energy,
-low energy buildings, some zero emission buildings
-healthy materials, car free
-biological water and waste systems, wetlands
-rainwater recycling, city farm, nature zones
-user participation throughout the planning process

GAIA International
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A DEVELOPER FINANCED
ECOLOGICAL HOUSING ESTATE:
ASPBERG
Client:
Strenger Bauen und Wohnen GmbH,
Ludwigsburg
Task:
84 units of detached single family
houses, row houses and apartments
Floor Area: 5.700 m²
Costs (incl. underground parking
Garage): 6.25 Mill. Euros
Completion: 2002
Award winning low energy housing
with biological water treatment,
allergy-sure materials, passive and
active solar energy

ASPBERG ESTATE, STUTTGART / JEA

ARCHITECTURE AND SUSTAINABILITY - HOUSING IN
DENMARK – INTERNATIONAL PROJECT
COMPETITION, GAIA INTERNATIONAL 2003
Client:
Boligforeningen Ringgarden /
Dansk Center for Byokologi
Task:
Master plan and design of 130
sustainable housing units
Themes:
Low energy / daylighting /
healthy building

GAIA International
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Borhaug kindergarten,
GAIA Lista:
1999
Dynamic ventilation ceiling
Low allergy solutions
Ecological materials
Low energy consumption

Two of the most interesting school buildings in
Norway as regards healthy materials,
ventilation and integrated ecological design,
these schools have been widely published and
visited.
The dynamic ventilation principle has since
then also been applied in GAIA buildings in
Scotland, including a sports and community
centre.

Vanse school, GAIA Lista:

1998
Natural ventilation
Aerodynamic roof design and culvert
Low allergy solutions
Ecological materials and low energy use

These buildings also have low energy costs.
They were built on normal budgets.

Rauli modul

GAIA International

The Rauli kindergarten module (left) is a new
prototype - also using ecological solutions
throughout - for a flexible unit which can be
placed in natural surroundings or moved in
accordance with varying school capacity needs.
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Schools, kindergartens
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KINDERGARTEN STUTTGART
PFENNIGACHER
Joachim Eble Architektur
Focus on pedagoigic aspects and
on human ecology/indoor health:
Massive timber
Natural colours and paints
Daylighting
Breathing walls
Passive solar heating
One of several kindergartens and
schools designed by JEA in the
south part of Germany
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GAIA International
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Schools, kindergartens

ACHARACLE PASSIVE SCHOOL
To be a pilot project - GAIA Scotland

This is Scotland’s first passive standard school
and is heated mainly by the body heat of the
occupants. It is naturally ventilated, harvests its
own rainwater and is built from healthy
materials. Timber is taken from
local forests for the main
structural and cladding
elements.

GAIA International
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Many schools have gym halls. GAIA Scotland
designs halls like this one (the McLaren Centre)
with dynamic ceiling ventilation, providing low
energy use and a very good indoor air climate.
The design has been tested and monitored by
GAIA Research.

Design for all – and design WITH all … schools
can also be planned with the users. Below:
planning workshops with school children / GAIA
Scotland
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Ecological school competition for Kvernhuslia in Fredrikstad,
1999 (second prize)
GAIA Norway architects with Nicolaisen, Leland and ProPlan.

Kindergarten in Oulu, Finland - GAIA / Kuismanen architects

New nature kindergarten in Kongsberg - GAIA Tjøme, 2006

Team members have in total designed about 15
kindergartens and schools, many of them in wood
and with innovative features - see CVs

GAIA
GAIAInternational
International Norwegian Wood
Norwegian
StavangerWood
- prequalification
Stavanger - prequalification
2006
2006

Design for All - Universal design
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Universal design
The GAIA team has some specialised competence in the field of Universal Design (Universell Utforming UU), and particularly in one area - the field of indoor climate. This has been a major focus of our work.
The percentage of people suffering from allergies and similar is in fact larger than the percentage of
people with direct physical disabilities, so this is an area of Universal design which we feel deserves more
attention. For many years GAIA has had contacts with health specialists and has participated in (and
arranged) many indoor health seminars, as well as researching healthy materials and ventilation and
producing architectural solutions in practice.
All the team’s work with kindergartens, schools and health facilities has to some extent addressed
Universal design. Specific work done with Universal Design includes the following:
- Proplan AS has had technical responsibility for UU issues in a long range of projects, including for
example all health care housing in Ås municipality, the Lensmannskvartalet project in Drøbak, etc.
- Bente Nuth Leland was architect for the Lier health centre project which received an environment prize.
- She was also for eight years controlling authority in Oslo municipality (EBY) for verifying conformity of
health and special care projects to Universal design standards of Husbanken.
- Kuismanen has edited a Finnish report on UU, and has worked directly with UU solutions in four
kindergarten projects
- GAIA Tjøme is currently working on UU design in connection with the Hurdal Ecovillage, in a project
sponsored by Husbanken
- Some of GAIA Scotland’s community centre buildings have incorporated design of special facilities for
disabled.
- GAIA Oslo is at present involved in UU strategy and implementation together with the Ministry of
Environment, Idebanken and UU specialists in Norway.

Nøstehagen Old age and Care centre, Lier
Bente Nuth Leland / Tom Ottar architects

The GAIA group also works closely with communities and user groups, including projects planning
together with children. We believe strongly that good - healthy - design does indeed mean design for all.
We believe that the users are to be seen as the experts, and that one of an architect’s most important
qualities is the ability to listen.
Design for All:
The GAIA group places special emphasis on indoor health, which is a major issue for allergy sufferers,
children, and people with respiratory weaknesses.
GAIA’s practice is based on the philosophy is that one should not solve problems by mechanical means,
but as far as possible AVOID them by using healthy materials, natural or hybrid ventilation, and other
“passive” design solutions – which are part of the architecture, rather than being added-on engineering.
Mechanical means should be used where necessary, but in most cases they can be reduced to a
minimum through good climatic design. This also reduces costs – noise – and maintenance problems.
GAIA has done extensive research in this field, and places particular emphasis on the use of breathing
constructions and hygroscopic materials to solve humidity problems which are one of the most serious
causes of sick building syndrome.

GAIA International
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The ecology of building materials
Construction materials have effects on three main levels:
- Indoor climate and health
- Local environment
- Global environment
Of these, the first is most important. But the effects on land, water use and
energy requirements of producing building materials are one of the major
factors in regional environmental damage and global climate change.
The effects when materials are discarded or when they burn are also
significant.
The GAIA group has worked with this issue for over 20 years, has published
widely and contributed to new solutions for many areas of construction.
Healthy and hygroscopic materials also contribute in a major way to
managing humidity in buildings, and reduce the need for expensive
ventilation systems.
GAIA projects such as Tollhouse Gardens in Perth (GAIA Scotland), the Low
Allergy houses at Bygg for Fremtiden in Stavanger (GAIA Lista / Grimsæth,
1998) and the Eble schools and housing, have been forerunners in designing
healthy indoor environments for all.
Lime plasters and even clay which have very small environmental effects
and energy use, and outstanding humidity characteristics, are making a
renaissance, and these products can now be bought in building stores in
other European countries.
Timber is one of the healthiest materials as long as one considers the whole
life cycle: forestry must be sustainable, transport distances should be
reasonably short, and wood must not be impregnated with toxic chemicals
or with artificial finishes which prevent it from breathing. A variety of new
solutions are available for using exposed timber which is treated with natural
oils or left untreated

GAIA International
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Indoor Climate - humidity and ventilation
Callander Sports and Community Centre
GAIA Scotland / GAIA Research
This building has pioneering solutions for indoor climate, energy and
ventilation. They have attracted wide interest - including in Scandinavia where
the concept of dynamic ventilation originated but had almost never been
applied in major buildings, as it now has been here in Scotland.
By bringing in fresh air through the walls or ceiling, the building’s insulation
acts as a heat exchanger. In this way, unsightly and expensive ducts, filters
and heating elements also become unnecessary. Since the fresh air is drawn in
through a large surface such as a ceiling, there is also no problem with high
airflow (draughts) or noise such as is often the case with mechanical
ventilation.
The incoming air also takes up moisture, reducing potential condensation
problems. The technique has therefore, surprisingly, turned out to be an ideal
solution for swimming pool halls, usually associated with extreme humidity
and ventilation challenges.
Scientific monitoring has shown that Callander delivers a remarkably healthy
indoor climate, without the humidity problems often associated with swimming
facilities, with low energy and maintenance costs.

GAIA International
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Active and passive climatisation systems
Nearly all buildings require both active and passive
climatisation systems. The passive systems are part of
the design, adapted to the site and climate and local
renewable energy flows. The passive components are
free. The active and mechanical systems should all be
reduced to a minimum – both to save resources, and
because all technology costs money as well as being
prone to maintenance problems and obsolescence.
GAIA uses solar technology, clean biofuels and other
renewables where needed. However, buildings such as
the Prisma building of JEA, the Lista schools and other
GAIA projects demonstrate that technology can often
be greatly reduced.
The most important message is that integration gives
synergy effects. For example - in the award winning
Prisma building of JEA (right), a special innovative
system of ventilation and air humidifcation is combined
with a water wall, which is also an artistic element.

PRISMA / JEA :
WATERWALLS AS „COOL AIR SHOWER“
Integrated design: - the combination of indoor humidity
regulation, an art work, an energy concept and part of
the rainwater management system

Similarly, the water features and vegetation (top right)
are not just landscape decoration, but are designed as
integral parts of the climate system.
This integration also means that each building element
often has several functions – so it saves costs.

GAIA International
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OUTDOOR SPACES AND WATER
EBLE / ATELIER DREISEITL
Water features combined with ecological
treatment of the water cycles
Kamen Garden City / Prisma / Aspberg
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GARDEN ART
LANDSCAPE FOR ALL
GAIA Tjøme

Tusenårsstedet ved Verdens Ende
Marianne Leisner, GAIA Tjøme

GAIA International
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SHARED OUTDOOR
HOUSING SPACES
GAIA JEA / Atelier Dreiseitl:
Aspberg
Culemborg

GAIA International
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SAIBEN: ECOLOGICAL
URBAN BORDER
GAIA JEA / Atelier Dreiseitl:
- creating wetlands
- increased infiltration
- stable run off water
-- improvement of water quality
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Internet tool for integrated sustainable planning.
Developed by JEA / Rolf Messerschmidt
www.netzwerkzeug.de

Handbook, environmental design method
Royal Institute of British Architects, author:
GAIA Research, Scotland, Sandy Halliday
Book on workshop and participation techniques
NAL / NABU, author Asle Farner with Frederica
Miller, Chris Butters

GAIA International
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Low Allergy Housing
GAIA Research / Halliday

GAIA International
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GAIA Norway
and
Associates:

GAIA Germany
Joachim Eble
Architektur

GAIA Finland
Arkkitehtitomisto
Kimmo Kuismanen

GAIA Scotland

GAIA Oslo AS: address:
Parkveien 49, 0256 Oslo, Norway

Address:Berliner Ring 47a, 72076
Tuebingen, Germany

Address:
Kirkkokatu 2, 90100 Oulu, Finland

Org.nr. 986449747

VAT ID no. DE 146873897,
Chamber of Architects, State of BadenWurtemburg no.30378

Register number:
1251310-2. (combined register number)
Certification for architecture and for
planning.

Address:
The Monastery, 2 Hart Street Lane,
Edinburgh EH13 RG, Scotland, UK

Frederica Miller, architect MNAL
Julio Perez Diaz, architect, CAD
Chris Butters, BA architect DPLG MNAL
Associates, kontorfellesskap Parkveien
Address: Parkveien 49, 0256 Oslo.
Ole H. Christiansen, architect MNAL NPA
Tove Nicolaisen, architect MNAL
Bente Nuth Leland, Berkana AS,
architect MNAL, therapist
Engineering firm ProPlan AS
Org.nr.964105944
v/ Birger Næss
Staff: 7 engineers
Kirkegata 5, 0153 Oslo
Christiansen (OHC arkitektur og design)
and ProPlan have central approval in
class 3 (tiltaksklasse 3)
GAIA Lista AS: address
Jøllestø, 4560 Vanse, Norway
Bjørn Berge, architect MNAL
Wenche Ellingsen, biologist
Dag Roalkvam, architect MNAL

Staff: approx. 7
Joachim Eble., architect, principal, Freier
Architekt Dipl. Ing. Dwb BAU BDA
Rolf Messerschmidt, architect, dipl.ing, CAD
programmer and web designer
Barbara Eble, Lasuveda, colour designer
+other architects
Turnover 2005:
about 400.000 Euros / NOK 3,2 mill.

Web site:

See www.netzwerkzeug.de

Staff: 6
Kimmo Kuismanen, architect SAFA, Ph.D
Eero Juhonen, architect SAFA.architectural design, project leader
Jouni Pakonen architect SAFA, engineer.
architectural design
Philippe Gelard, architecte. architectural
design
Hen Yan, engineer. CAD draving
Heikki Halonen, drafter. CAD drawing
Marita Kuismanen, planner. Project
economy, interior design
Programmes:
AutoCAD 2006, Revit 2006, Photoshop etc.

GAIA Architecture / GAIA
Planning / GAIA Research

VAT tax reg.no. 3805064672
Staff: 7
incl. branch office in Aberfeldy
Howard Liddell, principal, architect
Sandy Halliday, building services
engineer, principal GAIA Research
John Kelly, landscape architect
+ 2 assistants / CAD
and 2 trainees
RIAS sustainable design
accreditation: 4 stars
Turnover 2005:
Approx GBP300,000 / NOK 3,5 mill.

Web site:

www.gaiagroup.org

Turnover 2005 :
about 275.000 Euro / NOK 2,2 mill.

Web site:
www.econo.fi

GAIA Tjøme: address
Ødekjærveien 65, 3145 Tjøme, Norway
Rolf Jacobsen, architect
Arild Berg, architect
Marianne Leisner, agronomist
Collected turnover of the above in 2005:
About 500.000 Euros / NOK 8,5 mill.

Web sites:

www.gaiaarkitekter.no
www.proplan.as

GAIA International
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GAIA Oslo AS
Hovedtall fra regnskap 2005
Sum driftsinntekter

1.589.000

Varekjøp
Lønns- og personalkostnader
Andre driftskostnader
Finanskostnader
Sum driftskostnader

107.000
942.400
404.400
1.200
1.455.000

Driftsresultat

(overskudd)

134.000

Falkenberg Regnskap / 494 / 090306

OBS:
Tilsvarende attest for GAIA Oslo AS
er levert i papirutgaven

GAIA International
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NOTE:
In countries such as Germany, UK, Finland, the Norwegian HMS
certificate has no equivalent. However, the team members all
engage to conform to all relevant Norwegian standards, under
the guidance of the Norwegian coordination team

GAIA International
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JOACHIM EBLE ARCHITEKTUR – TUEBINGEN, GERMANY

1983 - 1985
1986 - 1990
1987 - 1992
1988 -1992
1987 - 1992
1992 - 1997
1993 - 1997
1994 - 1996
Since 1995
1995
1995 - 1997
1995-97
1997-98
Since 1997
1999
1998
1997-99
2000
Since 2000
Since 2000
Since 2000
Since 2000
2001
2002
Since 2002
Since 2002
Since 2003
Since 2004
Since 2005

Ecological Residential Housing Project, Schafbrühl Tübingen, Client: Karlsruher Lebensversicherung AG, Karlsruhe
Biosolar Residential Housing Project, Stuttgart-Zuffenhausen, Client: Siedlungswerk, Stuttgart
Ecological Urban Renewal, Moritzplatz, Berlin, IBA-Project, Client: Stern Gmbh, And Senat Berlin
Ecological Commercial And Trade Building (Printery and Publishing House, Conference Rooms, Restaurant, Kindergarten / Day
Nursery, Offices) Kühl KG, Frankfurt/Main, Client: Kühl KG, Frankfurt/Main
Ecological Urban Planning Project, Mannheim-Wallstadt-Nord, Client: City Mannheim
High Density Solar Mixed Development Prisma, Nuremberg, Client: Karlsruher Lebensversicherung AG, Karlsruhe
Garden City Seseke-Aue, Kamen, IBA-Emscherpark-Project Client: WBG Lünen, Unaer Kreisbau And Hellweger Bauträger Kamen
Garden City Heinrich-Böll-Settlement, Berlin-Pankow, Client: GSW, Berlin
Ecological Urban Planning Project, Thomas-Müntzer-Siedlung, Leipzig, Client: City Leipzig, Model Project for the Land Sachsen,
Research Project for the Bundesstiftung Umwelt
Urban-Ecological Accompanied Planning For Industry And Residential Housing Landsberger Allee/Rhinstraße, Berlin, Project
Of Daniel Libeskind, Client: Senate Land Berlin
Sustainable Urban Development Saline Ostia Antica, Rome, Ecological Research Project for the EU, APAS - Project
Agri-Urban Ecological Agriculture Projekt Hermannsdörfer Landwerkstätten, Client: Schweisfurt Stiftung, München
Kindergarten / Day Nursery, Stuttgart-Sillenbuch, Client: City Stuttgart
Sustainable City Extension Eva Lanxmeer Nl-Culemborg, Model Project of the Dutch Ministry VROM, Client: City Culemborg
Urban Development NL-Wageningen, Client: City Bemog and MAB, NL-Kampen
Passive House Settlement Ulm, Expo Project, Client: LEG, Stuttgart
Housing Project With Massive Wood Construction Ingeborg-Drewitz-Allee, Freiburg-Rieselfeld, Client: Freiburger Stadtbau Gmbh
LEGOE – Research Project For The Life Cycle Analysis Of Buildings, Balancing Systems Cost, Energy, Environment, Client:
Foundation Bundesstiftung Umwelt
Settlement Terwijde, Leidsche Rhijn Nl-Utrecht, Solar Island, Client: Bouwfonds Fortis, NL-Amersfoort
Ecological Commercial Estate Caetshage Nl-Culemborg, Proper Stok, NL-Rotterdam
Urban Planning Project For Residential Housing Schramberg, Client: City Schramberg
Community Planning Workshops In Leverkusen And Arnsberg With John Thompson & Partners; London And Andreas Von Zadow,
Berlin, Client: Andreas Von Zadow, Berlin
Cooperative Planning Workshop Itter-Himmelgeist In Düsseldorf, Client: City Düsseldorf
Ecological Settlement Arkadien Asperg, Real Estate Award 2003, Client: Strenger Bauen Und Wohnen Gmbh, Ludwigsburg
Sustainable Urban Development NL-Leiden In Cooperation With Kees Christiaanse, NL-Rotterdam
Ecocity, Research Project For Sustainable Urban Development Within The 5th EU Research Framework “Cities Of Tomorrow”
with the City Tübingen
Urban Development For Residential Housing NL-Culemborg Parajisch-Zuid, Client: City Culemborg
Ecocity Tainan – consultant and Master Plan etc for new sustainable city – GAIA International
Consultant to the City of Bergen Damsgaardsundet Energy / sustainable urban regeneration / with GAIA Oslo

GAIA International
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GAIA GROUP SCOTLAND
The Gaia Group comprises three organisations, Gaia Architects, Gaia Planning and
Gaia Research, sharing an approach to ecological design at all scales, from materials
through buildings to urban design and town & country planning. We have been
involved in sustainable development issues since our inception over twenty years
ago.
Gaia Architects was founded by Howard Liddell in 1984 on the twin expertise of
ecological design and community architecture. Through the 1990’s the portfolio of
project types increased to include commercial and tourism development. Each
project builds on its predecessors and Gaia are recognised as the leading Scottish
practice in sustainable design. . Howard is the only A-rated Sustainable Design
Architect in Scotland with thirty years of experience in delivery of sustainable design
projects. Gaia Planning was formed in 1994 when Howard teamed up with Drew
Mackie, Partner an Urban Design and Community Consultation specialist. Gaia
Research was founded by Sandy Halliday in 1996 with an engineering design and
research focus. Through innovation and research the Gaia Group have expanded our
circle of knowledge and applied this to our architectural commissions.
Gaia Research
Gaia Research, founded by Sandy Halliday in 1996, is the newest part of the Gaia
Group network. It provides research, training and consultancy services to support
sustainable design of the built environment. Gaia Research works at all levels in the
construction chain from development of more benign products to clean servicing
strategies and environmental management of the construction process. Strengths
include policy setting, brief writing, community consultation, cost issues, renewable
technology, passive design strategies, inter-disciplinary education and appraisal tools
& techniques to support sustainable design and construction.
Gaia Research is able to provide design advice and continuing professional
development for clients, project managers, engineers & architects striving to create
sustainable strategies for the built environment. This ranges from feasibility studies,
guidance, troubleshooting and critique to a handholding service from inception to
handover and beyond. It incorporates advise to architectural & engineering practices
at all stages from inception and briefing through tendering to construction.
Gaia Research has also undertaken a number of strategic research and think piece
projects for the Building Regulations Divisions of the Scottish Executive and the
Office of the Deputy Prime Minister. This has included sustainable school design,
solar air conditioning, low allergy housing, sustainability and the regulatory
framework and research into planning guidance for innovative housing developments.
Gaia Research is at the cutting edge of innovation and has been successful in
attracting a diverse range of research funding and a significant portfolio of work in
pursuit of construction ecology. This has included design development, monitoring of
innovative building design, modelling of clean & renewable technology and
numerous desk studies to inform construction professionals and regulators.

GAIA International

GAIA RESEARCH
Sandy Halliday Principal, Gaia Research
Sandy is a chartered engineer who has increasingly been able to bridge the gap
between architecture and engineering and between research and practice. She
undertook her first degree in engineering design and appropriate technology at
Warwick and has 20 years experience at the forefront of research into renewable
energy technologies, most recently developing models for solar cooling. She has a
particular interest in biofuels and has promoted their integration into a number of
projects, most recently Queen Margaret’s University Campus in East Lothian for which
she is the sustainability advisor.
She established her own research and consultancy practice, Gaia Research, in 1996 to
develop sustainable solutions for the built environment. She is Visiting Professor of
Engineering Design for Sustainable Development at Strathclyde University where she
works with architects, civil, mechanical, and production engineers to improve their
sustainable design competence.
Sandy is Visiting Professor in engineering design for sustainable development in the
department of architecture and building at The University of Strathclyde. She is
sustainable development advisor to a range of projects including schools, housing, a
new University campus in East Lothian and the Laurieston City Quarter in Glasgow
where she is providing a sustainable development framework to sit alongside the
current design codes.
Sandy is actively involved in ecological and environmental charities as past-Chair of
the Scottish Ecological Deign Association (SEDA), as a Director of the Children's
Parliament, a Member of the Association for Environmentally Conscious Building
(AECB) and of Architects and Engineers for Social responsibility (AESR). She is a
Board member of Forward Scotland and a Fellow of the Royal Society of Arts. Sandy is
a qualified BREEAM and CEEQUAL assessor.
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GAIA SCOTLAND:
Selected Architectural Projects
• Glencoe Visitor Centre
Gaia have been NTS architects for 10 years for the newly opened Visitor Centre in
Glencoe. Regarded by many as the greenest building in Scotland, it takes account of
the sensitivity of the local landscape and the local population to visitor pressure. The
development has evolved with the landscape, the building and an interpretative
exhibition all integrated into environmentally sound practice.
• Recording Studio
The practice has carried out a few studio projects including both radlo and recording
facilities. The first daylit recording studio overlooking water in Britain (on the shores
of Loch Earn) was designed by GS for Simple Minds Scottish rock group. The studio
has been described as the most advanced in Scotland. Primarily natural materials.
• Fairfield Housing
The first six phases of the development of Fairfield incorporated a total of
approximately 200 houses beginning in 1989 - with completion of phase 8 in 2002.
The specifications for these became increasingly more environmentally sound as the
client group became more convinced of the benefits. All phases were completed
within the Scottish Homes/ Communities Scotland cost yardstick. World Habitat Award
2003
Leslie Court Fairfield The seventh Phase of Fairfield Housing Coop contains special
design aspects relating to an ecologically sound specification. Development of
breathing wall structures are incorporated and it also entails the eco-labelling of the
materials being used in the construction. The objective has been to achieve both a
healthy indoor climate and energy conservation. Tollhouse Gardens Low Allergy
Housing As the final Phase of the Fairfield Development this prestigious site has been
designed as the greenest phase of all. Very significant background research for the
low allergy specification was undertaken, and a degree of post occupancy monitoring.
• Timber Housing , Tuusula
Together with Kuismanen Architects of Oulu in Finland Gaia won this 1998 competition
for a development of innovative all timber housing. The project has now moved into
its development stage, and will be a demonstration project.
• Eco-houses:- Tressour Wood The second fully ecological design project in Britain
after Bag-end Housing at Findhorn Community, by German Architects. The all-timber
house structure incorporates all natural materials, with no chemical treatments. The
building won the daily Telegraph House of the Year award in 1993, and has led to a
number of further commissions for ecological houses for individual clients.
Corrieburn Wood Following from the first UK Eco-house at Tressour Wood, Gaia
were approached to design a demonstration house for the highlands at Ullapool, which
includes all the elements in the Aberfeldy house plus many innovative water and
energy systems.
Ledliath Ledliath is an eco-house based in a crofting context, at Culkein Drumbeig in
Sutherland North Scotland. A large house for up to twenty guests has evolved over a
series of phases. The plan form is simple with a central entry and stair. Bedrooms sit
either side of the lower floor entrance and the top floor is open plan with commanding
views to the tidal bay.

GAIA International

• Acharacle Primary School
Gaia were asked to write the brief, design and supervise the school construction, and
oversee the Operation and Maintenance of the school for 2 years post occupancy.
This is Scotland’s first passive standard school and is heated mainly by the body
heat of the occupants. It is naturally ventilated, harvests its own rainwater and is
built form healthy materials. Timber is taken from local forests for the main
structural and cladding elements.
• Community Sports facilities
Gaia have been involved in feasibility studies, design and construction of sports
projects in numerous facilities throughout Scotland. Beginning with the mould
breaking Aberfeldy pool and then Ullapool, Gaia have been successful in achieving
funding for Crieff and Callander and are currently undertaking work for Mull, Dunkeld
& Birnam, Kinlochleven, RGU, Portlethen, Cumnock, Cumbernauld, George Heriot’s
Trust and Glasgow Council. Gaia also undertook the SHIRTS Study for the Scottish
Sports Council.
• Drumchapel Ecobuilding
Gaia was selected from a short list of UK architects to prepare both a Design and a
Technical Study for an Ecological Sports & Environmental Centre in Garscadden Park,
Glasgow. The proposed building was to contain a number of innovative materials and
systems, including Clay, Round-pole timber, pore-ventilation systems and water
recycling. In 2002 the Pore ventilation and water conservation measures remain as
technically innovative features.
• Forfar Industrial Units
Gaia were appointed by Scottish Enterprise to investigate the feasibility of building
affordable green industrial units. The client (Marshall Enterprises has since
completed the project according to the full specification, including the use of
limecrete instead of concrete and the use of LPG for the whole of the vehicle fleet.
Recycled steel and various other eco-labelled materials combine to make this the
greenest industrial park currently in Scotland.
• David Douglas Pavilion, Pitlochry
Sited at the Pitlochry Festival theatre - this memorial pavilion to one of Scotland’s
most notable arboriculturalists is built from native Scottish timber set in a native
Scottish landscape. Gaia were asked to become architects because of their
experience in timber building. The Pavilion - opened in 2002 - has already won a
number of awards.
• Workington Stone Sculpture Centre
Seeking to ensure the successful shift from a Low turn over low key arts and
environment centre through to a more high profile and targeted centre - focussing
on Arts Training and existing expertise related to Stone Sculpture. For the
Groundwork Trust. Gaia produced a scheme design for offices, Exhibition and craft
space as well as studio and shop facilities. The project also involved extensive
landscape design of the contextual park and the urban design of neighbouring town
centre areas. The project was part on a successful SRB bid.
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Informasjon om Pro Plan AS.
ProPlan is an independent consulting firm with a wide range of
structural engineering, and many years of experience.
Proplan works extensively in Germany too, and has been cnsultant
for 7 kindergartens there as well as 2 in Norway.
Competence and authorisation covers most areas of work
including design and construction management.
-Byggeteknikk (tre-, stål-, betong-, aluminium og k
kunststoffkonstruksjoner )
-Fundamentering (spuntvegger, peler, pilarer, flåter etc.)
-Byggeledelse
-Prosjektadministrasjon
-Produktutvikling
-Arkitektur
-Byggemeldinger
-Bruksendringer
-Opptegning
-Verdivurdering
-Logistikk
-Beskrivelser
-Brannteknikk
Vi har sentral godkjenning innen ovenstående fagområder hvor
det er påkrevet.

Ecocity Tainan: Master Plan for a sustainable new city
GAIA International - JEA / Bokalders / Butters, 2005

For tiden har vi syv ansatte med inntil førtifem års erfaring.
Videre har vi også opparbeidet spesialkunnskap for det tyske
markedet blant annet når det gjelder statikk-, varme-, lyd-,brann, volum- og arealberegning. Videre kan vi påta oss
reguleringsarbeider og andre arkitekt- og ingeniørarbeider i
Tyskland ,da vi har de nødvendige autorisasjoner for alle
delstater.
For presentasjon av gjennomførte prosjekter og annet, se
www.proplan.as
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